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Abstract:

An intelligent automatic robotic system needs to understand the world as fast as possible. A common way to
capture the world is to use a depth camera. The depth camera produces an organized point cloud that later
needs to be processed to understand the scene. Usually, segmentation is one of the first preprocessing steps
for the data processing pipeline. Our proposed pyramid segmentation is a simple, fast and lightweight splitand-merge method designed for depth cameras. The algorithm consists of two steps, edge detection and a
hierarchical method for bridgeless labeling of connected components. The pyramid segmentation generates
the seeds hierarchically, in a top-down manner, from the largest regions to the smallest ones. The neighboring
areas around the seeds are filled in a parallel manner, by rendering axis-aligned line primitives, which makes
the performance of the method fast. The hierarchical approach of labeling enables to connect neighboring
segments without unnecessary bridges in a parallel way that can be efficiently implemented using CUDA.

1

INTRODUCTION

The world is moving towards automation. Robots are
picking parts from trays to assemble larger components, cars can park themselves and cruise on highways and 3D printers are self-correcting printing mistakes. All these applications are based on machines
understanding the surrounding world. One of the
principles is to determine where and what kind of objects are positioned in the space around the machine.
This is traditionally done by a depth camera and subsequent processing of the input point clouds. When
capturing a stream of organized point clouds from a
3D camera, we need to process the stream of data
as fast as possible. The captured point cloud is immediately processed by an image processing pipeline,
where segmentation is one of the most important processing steps. The segmented point cloud is used as
an input to following processing algorithms and thus
the segmentation is used for the input data reduction.
Because the scanning artifacts result in bridges in the
thresholded pseudo-curvature metrics, it is not possible to use methods based on thresholding the metrics
a
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and flood-filling directly. Furthermore, segmentation
methods based on hierarchical clustering cannot be
efficiently implemented in a parallel way. The following algorithm in the processing pipeline is performed
only using the subset of the input point cloud that is
needed for the optimal performance of the algorithm.
Therefore, efficiency and low execution time of the
segmentation process is crucial in all these robotics
applications.
The main contribution of the paper is a novelty
hierarchical parallel filling method that was designed
for fast pyramid segmentation of organized point
clouds (or directly depth maps with computed normal approximations). The proposed two-step method
modifies the region filling algorithms such as a watershed or connected component labeling, into a fast and
robust method that fills the regions bridgelessly. The
filling is bridgeless even if the segmentation metrics
contains bridges between the regions after the thresholding (bridges can be seen in Figure 1 and Section
3.3). The proposed method is directly applied on a
pseudo-curvature metrics computed from a set of input organized point clouds captured by a 3D scanner.
The segmentation results are evaluated qualitatively
and the processing times are quantitatively compared
with other state of the art filling methods, benchmarked on different CUDA compatible hardware.
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Figure 1: An input organized point cloud with estimated normals (left) is segmented into a set of regions where the region
boundaries are created either by high curvature or high depth differences, from which a segmentation metrics is calculated. The
pyramid segmentation starts by thresholding the metrics on different levels and constructing the label seeds in a hierarchical
way (middle). The seeds start to spawn from the largest areas on the highest level of the pyramid and they fill the regions
by adding smaller seeds on lower levels. The hierarchical spawning of the seeds enables to eliminate the unwanted bridges
between the individual components. The final bridgeless segmentation is shown on the right side, where the problematic areas
in the segmentation and the bridges in the thresholded metrics are marked by blue circles.

2

RELATED WORK

Existing algorithms for the segmentation of images
and structured point clouds can be divided into two
main groups, graph-based algorithms, and two-step
labeling algorithms. The graph-based algorithms
use a graph structure (Golovinskiy and Funkhouser,
2009) to iteratively merge over-segmented (BenShabat et al., 2017) image from previous iteration steps. The algorithms usually start with onepixel regions (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004).
Due to hierarchical order of the performed merging steps, the parallelization on GPU cannot be performed effectively enough to process 3-megapixel
depth camera scans in real-time (Abramov et al.,
2010). Some methods are based on pre-generation of
super-pixels (Lin et al., 2017; Fulkerson and Soatto,
2012; Achanta et al., 2012), that can be merged
more effectively, however the segment boundaries
do not match real interface between the objects. In
(Cheng et al., 2016), the authors used a hierarchical feature selection to merge the initial super-pixel
over-segmentation, which might result in wrong segmentation if the initial super-pixels are not precise.
Two-step labeling algorithms first start with the edge
detection step. Subsequently, the regions between
edges are filled with labels using watershed method
or connected component labeling algorithm (CCL)
(Ma et al., 2008). Computation of both steps can
be effectively parallelized (Allegretti et al., 2018; Allegretti et al., 2020), however the unwanted bridges
in the metrics are still the problem (see an example of the computed metrics in Figure 2, right). An
extensive search for an efficient way to perform label distribution among neighbors in parallel has been
made in (Hawick et al., 2010). Later, more advanced
approaches focusing on optimized, hardware speci206

fied CUDA implementation have been proposed by
(Stava and Benes, 2011) and (Nina Paravecino and
Kaeli, 2014). An extensive evaluation on GPU CCL
approaches and block-based methods can be found
in (Asad et al., 2019). All the mentioned CCL approaches, with both CPU and GPU implementations,
share the same property that is unsuitable for our
case. The labeling results contain bridges between
segments that cause an intensive under-segmentation
(see Figure 3).

3

PYRAMID SEGMENTATION

To perform an efficient two-step labeling algorithm
resulting in segmentation of the organized point cloud
(or depth map), the input needs to be processed by
computing the metrics and filling the regions between
boundaries in a parallel way. The pyramid segmentation is based on hierarchical seed spawning that was
inspired by a mipmap creation. The boundaries of the
thresholded metrics contain bridges and therefore, to
avoid under-segmentation, we construct the seeds in a
hierarchical manner and use the hierarchical information to avoid the regions to overflow into neighboring
parts. If two seeds with different labels meet within
the bridge, according to the hierarchy level of the currently generated seed we know the size of the bridge.
By using the information about the bridge size, the
decision about seed merging can be made. In our approach, an input for the metrics calculation is an organized point cloud with estimated per point normals.
The normals can be estimated either in camera-space
(see Figure 1) or in calibration marker-space (see Figure 2). The 8-neighborhood of a point is defined explicitly by iterating the one-ring in the grid structure
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of the organized point cloud. Using the input, the metrics for region boundaries estimation is calculated and
thresholded first and the initial seed spawns are created inside the regions. Next levels of the labels in the
hierarchy are added iteratively, and the final labeling
is performed in an efficient line filling way inspired
by (Hemmat et al., 2015).

3.1

Metrics Calculation

In order to find the boundaries between individual
scanned objects, we need to distinguish the interface
between the objects based on derivatives of available
per-point attributes in the input data; in the case of
point clouds captured by 3D scanners these available attributes are local curvature and local depth
derivatives. The segmentation metrics calculation is
based on the thresholding of two terms, a pseudocurvature term, and a depth-difference term. The
first term, the pseudo-curvature ci is calculated as the
normalized sum of dot products between the point
normal and all the normals in the 8-neighborhood
ni ·n j
∑
(ci = arccos( j∈8neigh
), where ni is the normal of
8.0
the point and n j is the normal of the neighbor in the
8-neighborhood of the point). The second term, the
depth-difference di , is the difference of the maximal
and the minimal differences in depth of neighbouring points in the 8-neighborhood around the given
point (di = max j∈8neigh dd i j − min j∈8neigh dd i j , where
ddi j is the absolute depth difference in millimeters between point with index i and point with index j). Finally, these two terms are thresholded by thresholds ct
and dt in order to produce the final metrics (see Figure 2, right) that will be filled in the next step of the
algorithm (see Figure 1, right).

Figure 2: (Left) the input point cloud with normals and
(right) computed and thresholded metrics resulting in the
edges.

3.2

Pyramid Filling

The computed metrics is converted into a binary image using different level thresholds in the first step.
Next, a pyramid of mipmaps is constructed (depicted
in Figure 1, middle), where the lowest resolution corresponds to the highest pyramid level while the original binary image defines the lowest pyramid level.

When constructing a pyramid level, the value for a
texel is equal to zero if any of the values of four corresponding texels from higher resolution pyramid level
is equal to zero. Otherwise, texel is labeled with a
value defined as fillable. After the pyramid is constructed, the algorithm runs through the pyramid from
the lowest to the original resolution. For each pyramid level, texels marked as fillable are labeled using
a value from lower resolution or a new unique label,
if the corresponding texel in a higher pyramid level is
not labeled and adding new labels at the current level
is enabled.
After labels are initialized, an iterative flood-fill
algorithm is deployed to ensure that texels with higher
values (or some unlabeled fillable texels) are relabeled
by their lower-valued neighbors. For shorter execution time, the flood-fill algorithm is run in rows and
columns, using 4-neighborhood. At the lowest pyramid level, labels may fill an area one texel behind zero
labeled texels, as long as the edge detection step produces edges at least two texels wide.

Figure 3: (Left) the computed metrics is filled using CCL
and (right) the computed metrics is filled using our hierarchical bridgeless algorithm (using Scan03 and default parameters ct = 0.25, dt = 10).

3.3 Handling Bridges
Creating the segment boundaries by thresholding the
metrics often produces various small discontinuities
at detected edges, which we call bridges in the context of this paper. The bridges are defined as artifacts
in the computed metrics creating possible flood fill
paths. In the optimal segmentation result without the
artifacts, these possible flood fill paths should be cut
into different regions. By using simple CCL, even
the smallest bridge creates a connection between two
neighboring segments, which can lead to an intensive
under segmentation (see Figure 3, left). In contrast to
the CCL, the pyramid filling has some additional information about labels. By knowing the pyramid level
the label was created in, we can decide which segment
is (at least partly) wide enough to be sampled by a
given pyramid level. This allows rough approximation of minimal cuts between neighboring segments,
using a very simple heuristic (the comparison can be
seen in Figure 3). If there are two labels created in
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Figure 4: (Top) point clouds (Scan01 to Scan05) captured by Photoneo PhoXi 3D scanners that are used for the computation
time benchmark. (Bottom) results of pyramid segmentation using default parameters ct = 0.25, dt = 10.

one of the higher levels which were not joined in multiple previous levels a possible cut approximation is
detected. Let’s define a constructed pyramid P with
N levels indexed from 1 (highest level) to N (lowest
level). Let min bridge level and un joinable level be
pyramid level indices from 1 to N − 1. Then the algorithm follows the following pseudocode:
Algorithm 1: Hierarchical Pyramid Segmentation.

1. for i in < 1, min bridge level >:
Initialize level[i] labels (addition of new labels is
enabled).
2. Run iterative flood-fill to join neighbouring labels
at level[min bridge level].
3. for i in < min bridge level + 1, N − 1 >:
Initialize level[i] labels (addition of new labels is
disabled).
4. Run flood-fill algorithm to join neighboring labels at level[N − 1] (if both neighboring labels were created in a level less or equal to
un joinable level, relabelling of higher value is
disabled).
5. Initialize level[N] labels (addition of new labels is
disabled).
6. Run one iteration of flood-fill (labeled texels are
filled only, relabeling of labeled ones is disabled).

4

CUDA IMPLEMENTATION AND
OPTIMIZATION

All passes of the algorithm can be directly translated
to CUDA code. However, two of the main passes,
metric calculation and flood-fill, will be slowed down
by inefficient memory accesses.
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In the metric calculation pass, each pixel is read
multiple times from the global memory. The duplicity
of loading from global memory is reduced by using
blocks of threads arranged in a 2D grid. A respective
2D tile of pixels including the border is loaded into
the shared memory in order to be processed. In the
flood-fill pass, naive use of one thread per row results
in non-coalesced accesses to the memory. To avoid
this, threads are grouped into blocks that flood-fill
their rows simultaneously. A block of threads always
loads a 2D tile of pixels in a coalesced manner into the
shared memory, processes them and then stores them
into global memory the same way. The process is rewidth
peated tile/blocksize
times. The benchmarking showed
that for our GPUs the suitable number of threads per
block is 32 and the width of the tile is 32 as well,
therefore a tile loaded is 32x32 in size. The optimization was performed for Nvidia Tegra TX1 and
TX2 processors, resulting in 32 block size. For classic modern desktop GPUs, a larger block size might
result in higher performance, however this optimization oriented on standard GPUs was out of the scope
of our research.

5

COMPARISON AND
EVALUATION

A comparison of our proposed method to other segmentation methods was performed on the same scans
and the same hardware (Scan01 and Nvidia GTX
1050 Ti was used). When compared to graph-based
methods, the CPU computation time of these methods is in seconds and it cannot be directly implemented in parallel on GPU. For comparison with
other parallel GPU implementations of filling methods, the CCL (Hawick et al., 2010) CUDA implementation of the fastest test label-equivalence takes
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Table 1: Execution times in [ms] on Nvidia Tegra TX1, TX2
and GeForce GTX 1050 Ti GPU for organized point clouds.

Device

TX1

TX2

1050Ti

Scan
Scan01
Scan02
Scan03
Scan04
Scan05
Scan01
Scan02
Scan03
Scan04
Scan05
Scan01
Scan02
Scan03
Scan04
Scan05

Metrics
16.70
14.60
18.70
13.13
5.54
12.10
10.40
13.50
10.40
3.96
1.30
1.25
1.29
1.29
0.90

Segm.
192.00
224.00
138.00
159.00
101.00
69.25
73.21
56.59
54.09
50.94
15.83
19.72
15.22
16.54
11.94

Total
208.70
238.60
156.70
172.13
106.54
81.35
83.62
70.09
64.50
54.90
17.13
20.97
16.51
17.83
12.84

35.8ms in average, the quick-shift CUDA implementation (Fulkerson and Soatto, 2012) takes 341ms and
watershed GPU implementation (Körbes et al., 2011)
takes 3018ms on Nvidia GTX 1050 Ti GPU for the
same input 3-megapixel point clouds. Our method is
faster (see Table 1) in comparison to other segmentation methods (50fps on GTX 1050 Ti), and it is able
to avoid small bridges between segments.
The visualization of the scans from Table 1 can
be seen in Figure 4. All the scans are with dimensions 2064 x 1544 captured by Photoneo PhoXi
structured light scanner (Photoneo, 2017). The pyramid is constructed similarly to standard mipmaps
and depends only on the resolution of the input
scanned image. The experiments showed that optimal un joinable level is min bridge level − 2 and
min bridge level can be equal to N − 2 for most
datasets or to N − 3 for complicated datasets with
many bridges. The segmentation metrics based on the
depth and curvature is controlled by a pair of threshold parameters ct, dt which different settings result
into a unique segmentation configuration. By changing the threshold parameters ct, dt for thresholding
the pseudo-curvature term and the depth-difference
term, some edges might completely disappear from
the thresholded metrics as can be seen in Figure 5.
Thus, we were not able to evaluate the segmentation results quantitatively. However, a qualitative
comparison of thresholded metrics filled using CCL
and our bridgeless approach can be seen in Figure 2. The quality metrics for segmentation evaluation depends on the use case of the processing
pipeline. In the robotics applications, where segmentation is used, an over-segmentation is better than
under-segmentation. Thus, default values for the seg-

Figure 5: (Left) a computed metrics for the Scan04 where
the thresholding of the scan noise on different levels makes
a noticeable difference in the resulting edges. (Right) its
segmentation results mapped to scattered colors, with curvature thresholds and distance thresholds (ct and dt) set to
0.15 and 1, 0.25 and 4, 0.35 and 10 (top to bottom).

mentation parameters ct and dt were empirically set
0.25 and 10, respectively. The best set of hyperparameters for our type of data was found experimentally, they can be easily found for other 3D scanner
data with different resolution.

5.1 Limitations
The pyramid segmentation was designed to speed up
complex vision algorithms, where speed is prioritized
more than high-quality results. Rough pyramid approximations of minimal cuts may not be optimal and
can often be rectangularly jagged, while line based
filling can also introduce some small boundary artifacts (see Figure 6). The amount of artifacts usually correlates with data noise, which complicates the
edge detection and consequently the whole filling.

Figure 6: Our line filling approximation might result in
jagged boundary artifacts in locations, where the noise is
presented. The artifacts can be seen as lines that stick out
of the region boundaries, as depicted in the zoomed areas of
the scans.
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We opted for a non-data-driven method for several reasons. The main reason is missing data for the
training process. The data coming from the 3D scanner have severe noise and we are not able to generate
synthetic ground truth labeled datasets for our structured light 3D scanners in an automatic way. Simulating a synthetic dataset for a structured light scanner
is non-trivial since it requires thorough capturing of
the scanning artifacts e.g. lens distortion, laser interreflections, etc. As a result, while data-driven approaches can achieve very good results they are hard
to generalize to different scanning devices and their
specific reconstruction artifacts.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fast parallel method for image segmentation has been proposed. The algorithm consists of
two steps, edge detection and hierarchical method for
labeling. Therefore, by using an alternative edge detection algorithm, the pyramid segmentation may be
easily applicable to any other image data. The component filling is a hierarchical approach that approximates the standard watershed and connected component labeling algorithms. These algorithms are designed for parallel implementation while hierarchical
seed spawning enables the removal of the unwanted
bridges between neighboring segments. The method
is suitable for real-time processing of the data captured by depth cameras and direct integration into various image processing, robotics, and computer vision
pipelines.
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